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* FEATURES: Tempest on the Sand -- PAGE 6 





Wendy Laminack Natalie Washington 
News Writer 
The rivalry between JSU and Troy After Fort McClellan closes, a por- 
State brings excitement to the cam- tion will become a national wildlife 
pus. SGA members are especially refuge, but first, it will have to be 
fired up for Whup Troy Week. The 
pep rally will be in Paul Snow Environmental activities have been 
Stadium at 8 p.m. tonight and the underway to check the safety of the 
game begins at 2 p.m., Saturday. complete base area, which includes 
After the meeting, senate members the Main Post, Choccolocco 
made signs to support the Corridor and Pelham Range. The 
Gamecocks. "WHUP TROY" shirts Main Post target for clean-up con- 
are in the TMB bookstore The cheer- sists of a rather large area of 19,000 
leaders are selling long-sleeved shirts 
for $10 in Freshman Admissions Concern about the property of Fort 
(bottom floor of Bibb Graves) and the McClellan was raised because of all 
Information Center (located at the the military activity which has 
comer of Hwy. 204 and Pelham). occurred since the base opened in 
SGA Senator Donne11 Humes said 
"we need everyone's help" for stu- The area must be stripped of any 
dent participation in events around harmful deposits left above and 
campus. Humes also asked senators below the ground, such as artillery. 
to "Publicize, publicize, publicize." These buried deposits could endan- 
SGA President Ryan ICruzinski ger any inhabitants of the land if not 
encouraged students to become 
involved in higher education. 
According to Kruzinski, the Higher 
According to Ron Levy, Base 
Education partnership monitors leg- 
tal Coordinator, studies 
islature in Montgomery to see how to find exactly where 
money is being spent for education. nances are on the prop- 
"If you are a college student at a state erty. A buried ordnance is an exact 
university o i  college in Alabama," object underground. 
said Kruzinski, '<the Higher One example of a buried ordnance is 
Education Partnership is a voice for 
those students, faculty and adminis- 
tration." 
Lucy Bacchus and Shylo Stone will 
attend the Jacksonville City Council 
meetings and report back to SGA 
meetings. The goal is to merge ideas 
and work together to improve not 
only the city of Jacksonville, but the 
University as well. 
Emily McAlister was elected to the 
senate and Bill 703.1 was amended to 
read: "No active campaigning shall 
be conducted within 50 feet of the 
entrance of any building designated 
as a polling area on the day of the 
election or run-off election. NO can- 
didate may be within 50 feet of the 
entrance of any building designated 
as a polling area, except to cast 
hisher vote." 
interest meeting will be held for 
the Miss JSU Scholarship Pageant on 
Monday at 7 p.m. at the Roundhouse. 




It seems that the search for the 
new JSU President be 
going. 
The search is a "wide Open 
pro.cess" according to Jack 
assistant to the current president, 
. Dr. McGee. says 
that the search committee has con- 
ducted one meeting, has received 
about 35-40 applications at this time 
and will continue to accept applica- 
tions until Dec. 15. The committee 
will meet again after the first of the 
year to narrow the 
lo, arranging interviews for 
February. From the interviews the 
see President, page 4 
ered artillery, but it is assumed that 
largeandsmallsh,ellswillbefound in addition to guns and p rsonal 
belongings. There has even been 
word that a buried jeep might be 
found. 
No record of the buried ordnances 
has ever been taken which means 
anything could be found dating back 
to the supplies of the first world war. 
The process of finding these buried 
ordnances is difficult and time con- 
suming, which is why there are still 
so many unknowns as to what has 
been buried. 
The process begins with a prelimi- 
nary assessment. BRAC 
Environmentalists locate a site with 
a device similar to a metal detector. 
If the assessment reads positive, the 
area then becomes a site investiga- 
tion. Currently, there are three to 
see Clean-UP, page 4 
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Greek swingers help out 
Dave Sharp As part of their philanthropy projects, "We really appreciate the new play- 
Staff Writer performed every semester, the gung-ho ground equipment. We need this," said 
Re: Student Account I 
Samaritans this week. 
is used as a valuable lab site Church. 
to teach JSU's Home Another great service is the Child November: $.lo for JSU staff and students. Students pay on 
--Thursday, Nov. 19: GCSA Music Faculty Recital in the 
8 p.m. in the Gamecock Center of Stephenson Hall. Call the 
office of Minority Affairs for more information 
--Friday, Nov. 20: Christian Fellowship Night Club, 8:30 
p.m. until midnight. Free admission. For more information, 
call Cher Bernard at 782-0728, or Terrence Johnson at 782- 
--Saturday, Nov. 21: WHUP TROY ! JSU v. Troy State at 
Paul Snow Stadium at 2 p.m. The first 1000 kids, 12 and 
younger, will receive a free 1/64 scale die-cast collectible JSU 
mini-car, sponsored by the Talladega Super Speedway. 
--Saturday, Nov 21: Alabama Adventure 8 a.m.--5 p.m. 
Step back 200 years to Huntsville's "Alabama Constitution 
Village." $30/adult, $25/child (Members: 251adult: $20/child) 
--Saturday, Nov. 21: Book Signing: Virginia Pounds Brown 
at the Annistion Museum of Natural History, 1 p.m., followed 
by telling of myths of Southeastern Indians. Free admission. 
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Residential Dorms: Home or Hazard? 
Kimberly Jackson dent lounges in Merrill to the TMB mail cen- lems with the dorms. Pests and insects have The housekeepers who come to the dorms on 
News Writer ter. However, the best place for a student to been among various reasons why several resi- a daily basis have also noticed the ants ;yet, 
feel comfortable would be in one's own dorm. dents of the dorms have moved to an apart- they have no control over the situation. 
Several facilities on the JSU campus are In some cases, this may or may not be true. ment. "I've had ants while living in %urtiss," says 
thought to be of comfort and protection to the For more than a year, Daugette Hall has People in Fitzpatrick Hall, one of the eight Margaret Passmore, a past resident of Curtiss 




"Fewer young people view the military as their best 
opportunity to advance," said Cadet Vance Fleming at 
JSU's Veterans Day ceremony on Wednesday, Nov. 11. 
Scabbard and Blade, the national honor society of the 
R.O.T.C. department, hosted the event to commemorate 
the 80th anniverary of Armistice Day. 
Fleming began his speech by thanking all for attend- 
ing the ceremony and recognizing veterans in atten- 
dance. Fleming also gave a brief history of Armistice 
Day, known now as Veterans Day, and spoke of the 
decline of American subport for our nation's veterans. 
"During the first half of our centu ry... Americans clear- 
ly understood the importance of honoring those who 
served ... most American families had personal experi- 
ences with the milit ary... they or members of their fami- 
lies served," said Fleming. He also mentioned a declin- 
ing rate of men and women enlisting into the military. 
Command Sgt. Maj. Harold Burleson of Ft. McClellan 
spoke of the sacrifices that soldiers make the moment 
they enlist into the service. "Many people don't realize 
the support which the military gives the community dur- 
ing the time of peace as well as war time," Burleson 
said. He said that the modem-day soldiers are basically 
America's 20th Century heroes. The military does 
things for communities ranging from giving relief sup- 
plies to flood victims to handling potential bombing sit- 
uations. 
Jeny Chandler, assistant professor of communication 
at JSU, spoke of how the community will be in a world 
of hurt after the departure of Ft. McClellan. The Army 
base has been of great assistance to the community since 
19 18. Chandler also spoke about certain individuals 
known as "world-beaters." "World-beaters" in this case 
are veterans of war who make a world of difference in 
the community or nation. Gentlemen such as Sam 
Monk, the Circuit Judge of Anniston who was a heli- 
copter pilot during Vietnam and Vice-President A1 Gore 
who was a combat reporter during Vietnam. 
ders as being the most common pests to resi- 
dential life this semester. 
"There have been major complaints of ants 
and spiders," says Rochelle Cammock, a sec- 
ond floor Residential Assistantant at 
Fitzpatrick Hall. "One resident actually woke 
up with ants on her face!" 
Usually these invasions of ants are traveling 
in a line from a wall to a nearby garbage can. 
However, ants have been reported in the dorm 
rooms and bathrooms. 
"I always see ants in the bathroom - usually 
by the toilets. Last week there was a line of 
ants crawling down the wall to one of the toi- 
lets," says Fitzpatrick resident Jocelyn Watts. 
No one from housing services could com- 
ment, because they were out fulfilling mainte- 
nance requests. Housing Services is presently 
trying to do something about the ants and other 
pests in the dorms by spraying insecticide. By 
law, the insecticide must be water-based to 
prevent potential allergic or asthma reactions, 
according to Ray Creel, director of Housing. 
American vets 
"The lessons learned in those unfortunate places of 
war and the bonds which were made in the trenches of 
battle last far beyond the final shot of of combat," said 
Chandler. 
Carrick Peel, a JSU student and former Marine, spoke 
of his experiences in the classroom and the lack of vet- 
eran support he sees each day. 
"I can't help but to think that my present classmates, 
usually between the ages of 19 through 23, are wonder- 
ing why I'm so much older than they; well, a few years 
ago I was in the Gulf War receiving letters from some of 
those same students in my classes today. I also can't 
help but to wonder why the only flag which I recall see- 
cleaning; but the ants were still there." 
Many dorm residents also say that some of 
the residents themselves contribute to the 
health problems of the dorms. Students tell of 
unflushed toilets, food left in the public 
microwaves and food and crumbs left in the 
student lounges. 
"In the past, there were complaints about 
ladybugs in the dorm rooms. So far, there 
have been no complaints about the ladybugs. 
However, there have been a few complaints 
about ants in the residential rooms, but there 
have not been half as many complaints as 
usual," says Creel. 
Several students in university housing have 
come in contact with some form of dorm 
health hazard. For some students there may 
have been an invasion of ants. For some it may 
be ladybugs and for some it may be spiders. 
Until the problems are solved, many residents 
are malung do with a can of Raid. 
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low exactly how much money is increases to 10 percent, giving yc 
ft on your ID card. A "power pur- an actual 3220 to spend. For mo 
lase" benefit is also offered with detailed information, contact No: 
e Bonus Plan. The power pur- Rucker (JSU Maniott) at 782-7241 
lase works in this way: Kruzinski said there are only tu 
If you put $100 on your card, you senate meetings left for the Ft  
:t 5 percent bonus purchastng semester. Anyone interested is invi 
)wer. 50 you can purchase up to ed to attend. 
105 worth of food. If you put $200 
I your card, your purchaqing p w c r  
SERVICE CENTER 
The Hammett name has been synonymous with 
car care in Jacksonville for over one-half century. 
We pledue to continue that tradition. 
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED 
former Executive Editor of 
e New York Times 
The Philadelphia Inquirer 
Thursday, November 19,1998 
11th Floor, Houston Cole Library 
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Vacancies af Wino Place 111 
i--Walhing Distance toJSO Campus, Close to AS& for Scott or 
Jac~sonuille Busine5s District, Next to Chief Allison 
Ladiga Walhing %ail 
2--Resideof Managers are Former JSU 
Students Wbo are A ~ a r e  of Student Needs 
6ey-€ntry Mailbox, and Plenty of Parhing! 
I CHRISTIAN BROTHERS AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE & REPAIR I 
259 Lenlock Lane * Anniston, Alabama 36265 (256) 820-5033 
With winter time approaching and Thanksgiving is right around the corner, we all will be either going on 
a trip to see our families or just trying to battle the cold weather. Now is the time to decide: Will my 
vehicle start when it gets cold? Will the cooling system freeze up? Are my brakes going to stop the 
vehicle when I need them to? Has my oil been changed lately? Now is the time to decide if you would 
rather get home safely and on time to see your families or take the chance on getting stranded some- 
where on the side of the road. 
We at Christian Brothers would like to see all of you get where you need to be going safely and without 
any problems. We have a few special things to offer for the pre-winter season that are priced to be 
affordable but not compromising on quality. 
10% OFF all brake work. We are using Ravbestos brand brake parts. 
$49.95 for an lnterstate brand battery installed and a 12 point charging system check. 
$12.95 oil and filter change with a 21 point inspection using CarquestNYix brand filters. 
$19.95 16 point cooling system check. 
Please call for an appointment so that we can service you as best as possible 
For the month of November we will be open on Saturday from 7:30 am to 1 :00 pm 
All lnterstate batteries and Raybestos brake parts are being supplied by 
Alexandria Auto Parts, 129 Post Oak Road , Alexandria, AL 36250 (256) 820-5100 
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FEATURES toes. Tighten those muscles as tight 
as YOU can." 
' a m -  ' 
Operation Honduras: helping out abroad and at home 
Alan Bradford 
Features Writer 
Hurricane Mitch has devastated Honduras with more 
than 11,000 deaths. Now, help is on the way from the 
community of Jacksonville. 
Ann Priddy of the Art department and others have 
helped with the relief efforts. After hearing the news of 
the hurricane and casualties, the Parker Memorial 
Church on Quintard and other churches tried to help any 
way they could. They started with one U-haul and 
ended up with more than four semi-trailers full of food. 
This has been one of the largest community efforts in 
the South. Priddy gives the credit to all those who have 
donated their time. They packaged and labeled the food 
for individual families, as well as extended families. 
This makes the process quicker for the Army and The 
Red Cross, says Priddy. 
Before Hurricane Mitch, Priddy had traveled to 
Honduras and saw the plight of people there. She 
knows what the devastation means. Even before the 
hurricane, many Hondurans suffered housing instability 
and a lack of electricity and running water. 
Now that the hurricane is past, it's time to start over. 
The Army is helping out by sending the items over in 
the largest plane they have. The Parker Memorial 
Church on Quintard Avenue in Anniston is still collect- 
ing food. Anyone interested in helping should contact 
Ann Priddy at 782-5626. 
Closer at home, the Political Science Club and Pre- 
Law Club are running a canned-food drive for the holi- 
days. 
The group effort, run by Waco Kean of the Science 
Club, is trying to collect enough food for needy fami- 
lies in the local communities around Jacksonville. 
JSU students are working specifically for people 
around Jacksonville, and will be distributing food dur- 
ing the Thanksgiving and Christmas season. 
Canned goods are being picked up thoughout the 
week. You can still drop them off around campus at 
boxes placed in Stone center, Martin Hall, Merrill Hall, 
Bibb Graves, Crow Hall, and many other locations. 
For more information, call Regina Cash at (256) 831- 
5080. 
Deafh never fasted sweeter 
David Lee Mathews 
Features Editor 
The previews aren't very revealing. 
They show what appears to be a 
typical romantic love story starring 
almost every female's fantasy man, 
Brad Pitt. The trailer cuts were quick 
and passionate without leading too 
far into the plot of the story. A plot 
that is far from typical. 
At first, "Meet Joe Black" appears 
to be one of those movies that ends 
up being a due that guys must pay on 
certain date nights. However, after 
reading some fairly harsh critic opin- 
ions concerning this film, it came to 
surface that this Joe Black character 
was Death himself. It was a plot 
twist that instantly drew me to the 
theater. 
The film is based loosely on a character from the 
1920's stage play adapted for the screen in a 1934 
movie, "Death Takes A Holiday." The storyline 
involved Death coming to Earth to enjoy the values of 
life for a while. Everyone living, of course, enjoying the 
benefits of Death's time off. 
"I first saw the original film over 20 years ago," direc- 
tor Martin Brest says, "and it intrigued me; haunted me, 
really. There was a suggestion in the old movie of what 
might be a great story, but it was a story that had yet to 
be discovered." 
"Meet Joe Black" tells the of media tycoon William 
Parrish (Anthony Hopkins), whose charmed life is sud- 
denly interrupted by the arrival of an attractive young 
man named Joe Black (Brad Pitt). who proceeds to fall 
in love with William's daughter Susan (Claire Forlain). 
For William, Susan and the rest of the family, the com- 
plications that follow are more than could be imagined. 
Mr. Black isn't your typical boy next door. He is Death. 
Despite the running time of 2 hours and 58 minutes, 
this film is truly a wonderful story. A story not only of 
the darkest of things given the abiiity to love, but a story 
that will make you value the time we all have here 
together. Overall, the story would have made a much 
better book than a movie. However the story could not 
havebeen told in any less time than what was allowed or 
taken. 
"Meet Joe Black" is the perfect example of a novel 
idea and the hope that we all have the chance to make 
what is wrong in our lives right before we die and that in 
the end, we all go to some place much brighter. 
It is a truly delightful film that will touch you and 
move you, if you have a good three hours to spare. 
Tempest on the sand 
Buffy Smith 
JSU News Bureau 
William Shakespeare's great play, 
"The Tempest" will open "in the 
South Seas" at JSU's Drama 
Department tonight. 
Cast with the University's greatest 
student actors, it's sure to be a 
crowd-pleaser. "We have had a little 
less time than usual to work on it but 
it has really come together beauti- 
fully," says Director Wayne Claeren. 
"We have a really good cast to work 
with and theylve been responding 
to the play wonderfully." 
The play is set on a island at sea- 
the story line based around ship- 
wrecked castaways. A work of fan- 
tasy, romance, magic and royalty, 
"The Tempest" is believed to be 
Shakespeare's final play. 
JSU decided to modernize the play 
for their productiori - the charac- 
ters and events resemble those of the 
modern world rather than the 
Elizabethan era. And since 
Shakespeare was unclear about what 
island the play is set on, the director 
elected to give it a Caribbean motif. 
The show stars Douglas 
Millington as Prospero, Jessica 
Duke as Miranda, Tim Prestridge as 
Ferdinand, Elizabeth Chandler as 
Ariel and Joshua O'Bryant as 
Caliban. 
The play will be held at Ernest 
Stone Performing Arts Center, run- 
ning November 19-23. The show 
will start at 8 p.m. all nights except 
for the Sunday matinee, which will 
begin at 2 p.m. Ticket prices are as 
follows: adults, $5; JSU faculty, 
staff, and senior citizens, $4 and stu- 
dents, military, and children, $3. 
For more information or to 
reserve tickets, contact the JSU Box 
Office at (256) 782-5648. 
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Forthe love of Ct 
opportunities to participate in competitions 
with other schools, workshops on various 
aspects of drama, career fairs, and auditions 
fpr professional theater which may lead to 
summer work. Dixon feels that these confer- 
ences are very beneficial. "Professional peo- 
ple" from various parts of the country provide 
"a lot of knowledge." 
Moody and Dixon will both attend the 
Southeastern Theater Conference in 
Greensboro, N.C. in March. There they will 
audition for National Theater Companies. 
According to Dixon, most of the jobs available 
are summer jobs for outdoor drama; however, 
summer jobs sometimes result in offers for 
year-round designer and lighting technician 
positions. 
The Southeastern Conference requires much 
preparation. Auditions are only open to tech- 
nically trained dancers or actors. Moody took 
15 years of dance lessons, training in tap, jazz 
and hallet. She also taught dance for one sum- 
JSU play, "Virtue Races ~il laini ,"  last sum- 
mer. Moody would like to have a career in 
drama, but she plans to pursue a career in her 
field of study. This would provide stability 
and allow her to pursue her drama interest as a 
hobby. If something comes of her hobby, she 
will then pursue an acting career. 
McCain's Musical Theater Dance class will 
give the dancers additional training before the 
conference. Dixon has been in the class since 
its beginning two years ago and now assists in 
instructing the class. Moody, currently in 
McCain's acting class, will take the dance 
class in the spring when it will mainly teach 
character dancing in preparation for the con- 
ference. 
McCain, Dixon and Moody not only enjoy 
dance, they feel that it is important. Dixon 
says that drama involves a lot of movement. 
He emphasizes the importance of movement in 
a play. The characters are more realistic when 
the actors are comfortable and "know" their 
Sarah Trotter 
Features Writer 
JSU showed them how it was done at the 
Alabama Theater Conference held last month. 
Susan McCain, a stage movements and 
dance specialist, as well as a professor of 
drama and dance, attended with students Brian 
Dixon and Amber Moody. Dixon and Moody 
share an interest in drama, especially the dance 
and movement aspect of performance. All 
three are actively involved in conferences and 
drama, dance classes. 
The ACTS Convention was held at Troy 
State University, Oct. 28-3 1. The workshops 
offered at this conference included acting 
workshops conducted by professional actors 
from the Alabama Shakespeare Festival, as 
well as those focusing on voice and design. 
McCain was asked to present a stage move- 
ment workshop at the conference. She took 
Moody and Dixon along to present a dance 
workshop from the musical "Anything Goes." 
McCain described the workshop as, "a taste of 
how character is expressed through dance in 
musical theater." 
Among the conferences attended by JSU stu- 
dents are the Alabama Conference of Theater 
and Speech (ACTS) and the Southeastern 
Theater Conference. Both provide students 
"Picnic." Conference entry requires providing 
information about one's training (the length of 
training and the trainer), the approval of a pro- 
fessor and a conference fee. 
Dixon, a drama major, did not know what he 
wanted to do when he came to JSU. After per- 
forming in "Mole Hill," taking McCain's 
dance class and talking with McCain, he had 
no doubt. "It just felt right," he said. Dixon 
plans to be a career professional dancer. 
Moody, a communication major, hopes to 
acquire a job through the conference audition. 
Although her dance interest is life-long, her 
involvement in acting is more recent. She 
thoroughly enjoyed her first performance in a 
background must move. If an actor remains 
still on the stage, he does not seem natural. 
In the future, Dixon would like JSU to have 
a dance show. Still, he says that more support 
is necessary for this to happen. Moody prais- 
es McCain for her efforts and instruction, but 
believes that more dance professors are need- 
ed in order to make JSU's dance program big- 
ger and stronger. 
McCain encourages anyone interested to 
take the dance class. It is open to all levels of 
dancers and is offered every semester on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12:45 p.m. She 
describes her class as a "constant dance lab" 
that is "positive" and "very supportive." 
Since you're an Infatuation Junkie 




"Take a little sip, 
and dream a bit. 
Do you find your attic room?" 
Richard Buckner whispers hesitantly 
over a sparse, minor key guitar 
strain. His voice cracks into a tor- 
tured howl as the next words fall 
forth, "Don't you close those eyes 
again. Boys, the night will bury 
you." 
Richard Buckner has spent three 
albums wrestling with the demons 
that haunt him when he closes his 
eyes. Buckner's nights find him 
awake and alone, as last year's 
"Devotion and Doubt" chronicled 
the despair of darkness and solitude, 
and his debut "Bloomed" found him 
bitter and dislocated. Wherever 
Buckner's sadness springs from, it is 
bottomless. Luckily for us, it trans- 
forms into some of the most power- 
ful music today. 
"Since," his third album, expands 
musically the stark yet ornate touch- 
es he has applied to his blend of 
country and folk. Impressive side- 
men like David Grubbs (Gastr del 
Sol), John McEntire (Tortoise), and 
Eric Heywood (Son Volt) layer his 
songs with churning organs and dis- 
tant, muffled drums. Electric guitars 
duel with the ever-present pedal 
steels. Buckner's nimble acoustic 
picking anchors every song alone - 
gone are the banjos and accordions 
of "Bloomed" and the violins from 
"Devotion." 
The result? "Since" reaches vol- 
umes never before found in his 
works, yet the intimacy remains 
unmarred. In the past, Buckner sum- 
moned his ghosts while relying on 
the intensity of a deathly quiet. 
Here, the mood is a little more varied 
without sacrificing those ghosts. 
Buckner's voice is his greatest 
instrument - it swoops, slides and 
slurs over words, alternately a 
breathy whisper and a twangy holler. 
His writing remains superb. Lyrics 
bite and weep; songs converge and 
sigh. "Lucky Buzz" builds gradual- 
ly, adding instruments at every turn, 
while "Goner w/ Souvenir" plays 
two songs at once. "Slept" features 
him nearly crying out his words 
while "Once" waltzes riskily close to 
salvation. For the time being, he 
appears to have resisted it. 
Echoes of previous albums 
abound. The a Capella yell of 
"Fater" marries his ironic suicide 
groan, "22" to "Boys, The Night will 
Bury You." "A Goodbye Rye" pre- 
dicts the electric/acoustic rocking of 
"Jewelbomb" and "Brief and 
Boundless." These musical trea- 
sures orchestrate his bitter, weary 
lyrics in a way no other songwriter 
can. Hear him call words out and 
squeeze the inflection right out of 
them. "I sent off a letter, with the 
stinger still inside," he sings in 
"Lucky Buzz." This is the third such 
"letter;" may they never stop com- 
ing. --Graham Smith 
What's in that Bag? 
-- Chuck Leavell, 1998 Capricorn 
think about Christmas music? You 
probably think of dull, boring tunes 
that are dredged up every year for 
the season and played constantly 
until you feel as if your head will 
explode with Yuletide cheer. My 
first reaction when given this CD to 
review was clearly that I had no idea 
who Chuck Leavell was. I was also 
concerned that I would have to listen 
to a CD full of undesirable 
Christmas music. However, when I 
embarked on my two-hour journey 
back to Jacksonville. I was shocked 
to hear the first song. I really liked 
it! 
For those of you having never 
heard of Chuck Leavell, we are in 
the same sleigh (ha, ha). He has in 
the past been a keyboardist for The 
Allman Brothers Band. Personally, I 
haven't listened to much of their 
music. The name of the-album is 
"What's In The Bag? 'At  first, this 
CD was not supposed to be released 
to the public. It began as a 
Christmas card in 1996. Leavell 
recorded 1000 CD's and 500 cassette 
tapes to send to his relatives and 
friends just for fun. A copy got out 
to Capricorn Records and he was 
asked to release it to the public. 
After adding songs, he did just that. 
The first song I listened to was 
"It's Just Not Christmas." It is not 
the best song on the album, but it 
gave me a taste of what was still to 
come. I immediately thought of the 
style. It seemed to be a lot like the 
songs from Charlie Brown. There is 
a hint of blues, jazz, and rhythm and 
blues. I felt like I was at a five star 
restaurant sipping wine with some- 
one I love. OK, reality check. 
Various classic Christmas tunes are 
also on the album. We have all heard 
"0 Christmas Tree," "God Rest Ye 
Merry Gentlemen, "We Three 
Kings," "Away In a Manger," and 
"0 Holy Night." The songs include 
piano, trumpet, saxophone, percus- 
sion, and Leavell's strong voice. I 
love the way he inserts jazzy beats 
into the traditional Christmas songs 
that usually bore me. If this CD can 
keep me entertained on a road trip, it 
can entertain anyone. I highly rec- 
ommend this album. If you are seek- 
ing some good Christmas tunes to 
put you in the spirit, please take 
Chuck Leavell's "What's In the 
Bag?'for a test drive. 
--Amy Broadway 
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Store and Get a VIP Pass to 
I Troy State University Trojans 
1% Check SGA for events I /a t  Jacksonville State @ 11 a.m. 
which include free food. 
3K Have bad stains 01 
your carpet? Try shavinj 
cream for easy removal 
3K Hangover? 
Nothing that twc 
Goody powders and a 2( 
ounce Mountain Dev 
can't handle. 
36 Recipe of the week: I 
I 1 or 2 eggs 1 slice cheese 
1 tortilla 
(sausage optional) 
Scramble egg, fry sausage 
2-4 minutes until brown. 
Melt cheese on tortilla in 
microwave or oven. Chop 
sausage into pieces, com- 
bine and eat. 
Sponsored br K 
Lis en to AIabarna 100 far etails F 1 
FREE REFRESHMENTS! 
PIZZA, PEPS!, POPCORN, 
COOKIES. COFFEE AND 
GrVEAWAYS! 
SOUVENIR STADIUM CUPS 
(With Popcorn)! 
100 MINi FOOTBALLS will be 
thrown 10 tothe Crowd! 
BAt100NS far Zfte Kids! 
SPECIAL GIVEAWAY! 
On Back of VIP PASS, fans will be able to 
cast a vote far JSU or TSU and which ever 
school has the MOST VOTES will receive a , +a ,, 
$250 DONATION to their SCHOLARSHIP FUND . ,? ,$' 
from KITCHIN*s! rFf A 
Each Fan With a VIP Pass wilE aka receive a 
*P 
B 
SPECEAL DISCOUNT COUPON 
good for 1 week at both the Troy Store 
1 and the Anniston Stare! 
I 1 I With Four Locations to Serve You: Anniston Troy Starkville Sylacauga I 
Beat the stress-out 
Kevin Fotovich 
Guest Columnist 
Stress is a normal part of our lives. 
It isn't necessarily good or bad. It 
isn't a disease. But reactions to 
stress can vary enormously, and 
some of these reactions are undesir- 
able. 
The most frequent undesirable 
reaction, especially for students, is 
anxiety. The degree of anxiety is 
much more a function of the individ- 
ual than the degree of stress. A per- 
son who reacts with excessive anxi- 
ety to everyday stress has a personal 
rather than a medical problem. The 
person who doesn't recognize anxi- 
ety as the problem will have difficul- 
ty solving the problem. 
Some common symptoms of anxi- 
etv are insomnia and an inabilitv to 
concentrate. These symptoms can 
lead to a vicious cycle that aggra- 
vates the situation. But the symp- 
toms are effects, not causes. The per- 
son who focuses on the insomnia or 
on the lack of concentration as the 
problem is far from a solution. 
An honest attempt to identify the 
cause of the anxiety is a requisite 
first step in resolving the problem. 
When physical symptoms are due to 
improper study habits or an over- 
loaded work load, the situation must 
be accurately identified, admitted 
and confronted. 
Sometimes the symptoms of anxi- 
ety are associated with too much caf- 
feine. Try cutting down on your caf- 
feine intake and see if you feel more 
relaxed. Remember that caffeine is 
found in coffee, soft drinks, tea, a 
variety of cold and headache reme- 
dies, and even chocolate. Caffeine is 
also the active ingredient in nonpre- 
scription stimulants, such as NoDoz 
and Vivarin. 
Exercise can be helpful, as can 
relaxation techniques. One such 
technique is called progressive 
relaxation: 
Start with your toes. Tighten those 
muscles as tight as you can. Imagine 
that your toes weigh a thousand 
pounds and you couldn't move them 
if you wanted to. Count to 10 and 
then let them go completely limp. 
Do the same with each part of your 
body, relaxing the muscles and 
working you way up to the top of 
your head. 
Don't neglect the facial muscles. 
Tension often centers in the forehead 
or jaw and keeps you from relaxing. 
An alternative that is easily done in 
class is to imagine that your breath is 
coming in through the toes of your 
right foot, all the way up to your 
lungs, and back out the same foot. 
Do this three times, slowly and 
deeply. Repeat the procedure for the 
left foot and then for each of your 
arms. 
With exams coming up very quick- 
ly, marking the end of the semester, 
anxiety may run rampant. Do what 
you can to keep your stress levels 
down. 
Study ahead and stay relaxed. 
*resource for this article came from 
"Take Care of Yourself' by Donald 
M. Vickery, M.D. and James F. 
Fries, M.D. 




Is looking for ALL- to work as Team Counselors! 
Training January 1999! 
We offer: HOUSING, MEALS, PAID T U N I N G ,  UNIFORMS plus 
$7.25 plhr. 
Requires completion of college freshman year to work in Space Camp, and 
completion of sophomore year to work in all other programs. Great 
opportunity for December Graduates, Co-ops, or those who want to 
take some time off to work in an exciting space science & aviation 
environment! 
Can Now for More Information: 
U.S. Space & Rocket Center 
Human Resources at (256) 721-7196 
e-mail: ~-D.CO~II 
web: pw.spacecamp.com 
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Got something to sell? 
maybe your car, computer, or BOOKS. 
Looking for something to buy? 
maybe a car, computer, or BOOKS. 
Then, tack it up on our Bulletin Board. 
You can use our Bulletin Board to find a roommate 
or tutor, to buy or sell pets, for lost and found ads 
and for help wanted ads. 
The cost of a classified ad with us is $3.00 
for 20 words or less and 10 cents for each addi- 
tional word. Come by Self Hall (across from Dixon 
Hall) in room 184 between 2:00 and 3:00 p.m. on 
Thursdays and Mondays preceding issue date, or 
call 782-57 12. 
etticoats 
Dolls Bears Gifts 
Larry & Nancy Hilton 
oyd's Bears ~Winnie The Pooh 
.Annette Funicello Bears 
.Dolls by Madame Alexander 
c+ *Ashton Drake 
~Barbie Collectibles and many more 
I 
Boyd's Bears I  
Expires: December 4, 1998 
9 12 Noble St. Anniston, AL 235-3944 
Open at 1 1 a.m., Tuesday - Saturday 
I M e t a ' s  
I Computer & 
Communications Center 
I .International / Long Distance Telephone and Fax .Notary Public Services 
.Computer Services 
.Word Processing of Reports and Theses 
Address: 505 Pelham Road, North, 
Jacksonville, AL 36265 
Phone: (256) 435-3084 Fax: (256) 435-8096 
Email: meta5058aol.com 
Visit us on the Internet at: 
http://members.aol.com/meta505 
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Dave Mathews, Features Editor L. Vance Fleming, Guest Columnist 
Let my people party! Back to the Real World 
I I I
.,&4" " " W W L L  L"11""LLL 
town. A cou~ le  of Years my college career. passed, and I decided to 
enroll at JSU. Just for parts my 
decided to live in this 
the sake of experiment- 
ing, I hopped from place 
to place trying to get my 
feel of what the night 
life was all about. ~ g l l :  
after several visits tc 
I As my December gradu- ation date approaches, I holio h o ~ n  r o f l o ~ t i ~  g on 
Like 
life, 
there are good and bad 
points. Bad Points-Why 
did it take four attempts at 
Historical Geology Lab 
before I finally received a 
satisfactory grade? Or, 
can I pay off my million 
dollar student loan debt in 
 hat ts  a bar. and you have a sense of personal connection 
Last weekend, I reached the age of 24 with the entertainment. Here is where my 
two degrees (assuming I 
pass one class) and two 
minors, friends and memo 
closure. It is time to put 
away my childish ways and 
go make my mark on the 
world beyond our little vil- 
lage of Jacksonville. Yet, I 
wonder if I am like all those 
alumni who have gone 
before me. Do I simply get 
my diploma, and in a short 
while, whatever mark I 
have left on JSU disap- 
pears? Will I only be a 
handsome face in the yel- 
lowing pages of back issues 
of the Chanticleer? 
It is at times like this that 
I wonder "Hmmm, how 
ries best left unprinted. good is the JSU Graduate 
I have tried to evaluate my intellect to see if Program?" Reality hits as I realize I must 
years. Despite the 21 years of ageyou are 'beef' comes to surface. It seems as if the I am any smarter than I was a few years ago. I move out of my cheap campus apartment. I 
required to acquire before you drink legally, I Brother's Bar that I have grown to love is guess I learned a few things while attending must now pay twice as much for a place that is 
have been to bars and worked in my share for slowly giving UP the ghost. Each and every JSU. Now I feel confident with my journalism equally as bad. "Hrnmm, what classes do I 
many more years than that. night I see fewer and fewer cars parked Out- skills. I recall something from my history need to enroll in for this masters program? I 
Over these years, I have picked my side, d-lOrterlines and most disturbing Of all? classes about a bad guy in Gemany. And 1 have been here forever, I am sure 1 have all the favorites from each college town and metrop- bands are leaving gigs with less than enough 
olis, from my hometown of Birmingham to money to pay for the gas to get there. I am Will never forget my and Fitness prerequisites." 
the smallest of places throughout my travels. not sure what the cause of this lack of inter- class with Sheila Evans. I knew I had been here too long when the fac- 
Now residing in Jacksonville, I t L . < T 2. ,A 1.1 .L 1 -..- nn 1 A : A  -1 --., I.-- ' ---?, I passed the ulty started coming to me for advice. "Hey, if 
llto love the fine establishment BASE was a I work this iust right. I could land a cam~uslll 
rave grown esr IS, DUL 1 uun r I I K ~  Ir. I guts:, I UIU unay IICIC. I I I I G ~ I I  
known as I have heard several complaints from ECE on the first try. But the C 
Ib~rother's. Brother's instantlv attracted me friends and fellow drinkers that they fear for t i I l ~ r  Rpmpmhpr on11 dnn't have tn nacc it inh" ~~nfnAllnnt~Yv thnt nffer hnc nnt r n k e  111 
liquor, aid I am a ihiskey lover. The area has bee; labeled a suitcase campus. always treasure the friendships 
I walked into Brother's for the first time in That is still no excuse for letting a legendary some more than others. Plus, I still think "This So it is off to the "Real World." In my wake 
'96 The hand was nlavin~ loud and the drinking ~ o s t  go to waste. i~ R heantif111 rnmni~c" (refer tn the nfnremen- are tremendni~c ctndent Inanc and 50n hnnkc T - . .  . . . , - - r...,...o-... .... 0 1  V *" - -...A. r-" .- ..-" -- -----A" -..---" ------ - 
lisske-*arted as I walked through the room. , Are my worries unnecessary, . . .  . am . - I over-111 Illtioned aerobics class). could not sell back. At least I will never runill 
On Nov. 11-12, students gathered in front of Jack Hopper Dining standpoint. 
Hall to hear a man "preach the Gospel." Like some sort of rally, peo- I had hoped that someone would finally started sharing the truth. 
ple whooped and yelled in a circle 10 feet around the man. But I saw Could I possibly have been referring to this man? Well, yes and no. 
that the students weren't shouting in support of him; instead they He has the right idea. Students all over the world need to hear the 
were jeering and mocking his every word and action. The man never gospel of Jesus Christ. Perhaps he went about it the wrong way. A 
faltered. Intrigued, I stopped to listen. fellow student said, "No one is going to listen to you if you just tell 
He was telling a story of three fictional JSU students caught up in them they're going to Hell." 
various sins. One guy in the story did not believe in God or in Hell, I must agree. Hell is a reality, but it's not the essence of the truth. 
while one of the girls knew she was doing wrong but did not care People need to hear that God loves them just as they are, and his only 
enough to change her ways. In the end, this girl repented and went son gave his life so that they could live. The man on the Quad was 
- to Heaven "to live with God forever." The guy, however, got AIDS speaking love, but his actions spoke condemnation. 
from a sister in a JSU sorority-which the story-teller crudely iden- 
see Letters, , 11 . tified-and died, burning in Hell for eternity. Despite confrontations 
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However, as I listened and watched the students' rude 
and sometimes obscene outbursts, disappointment, sad- 
ness and anger rumbled inside me. My heart broke to 
hear comments such as "[God] is a made-up pile of shit!" 
Another student said to me, "I don't know who is acting 
stupider: him or the ones yelling at him." 
I was angry. You can mock men who preach God's 
word, or claim to do so. You can mock me for caring 
enough to write about it, but you should think twice 
before mocking your savior, Jesus Christ. After all, 
whether you choose to believe it or not, the truth is He 
died for you. 
-Whitney Beysselance, freshman 
Folks, 
I was one of the many people who came out last 
Thursday to hear Brother John and Brother Jim (I believe 
those were the names) preaching on the quad. 
Often they sounded a bit like Hitler - arguing that 
homosexuals should be executed, that women should 
stay home and produce children for the good of the State, 
and so forth - and it was good to see JSU students 
speaking out against this nonsense. 
But I also heard a lot of people threatening to shoot 
these guys or sue them for slander. A number of people 
asked me, "How can they let these people do this on our 
campus?' 
Well, the answer is simple: this is America. 
In a way, Brothers John and Jim are what America is 
all about. They're dissenters, arguing their positions 
openly in public space. They were stumping - some- 
thing only politicians do these days - and there was a 
time when normal people would really stand up on soap- 
boxes and argue in the town square. It may look like 
chaos, but it's precisely the kind of chaos that made the 
crowned heads of Europe tremble in fear after the 
American Revolution. It's the kind of chaos that helped 
free African-American slaves and that helped secure the 
vote for women. 
This is free speech and it's good. It got us all to gath- 
er outside on a beautiful day, to talk about God, capital 
punishment, forgiveness, money, war, love and faith - 
stuff we wouldn't be talking about if we were sitting at 
But even if we just sit around and chuckle at each other's 
stupidity, a visit from someone like Brother John is not 
the end of the world. It might be the start of something 
really good. 
Garrison Keillor said it best: "The most un-American 
thing you can say is, 'You can't say that."' 
--Tim Lockette, graduate student 
Dear Students, 
Thomas Hobgood is my friend. Had I known he was 
walking home from Brother's I would have given him a 
ride home. Anyone who knows him will tell you that he 
is an honest guy. Regardless of what some folks think, 
this is not an issue of character. It is a matter of public 
safety and right or wrong. 
In the Nov. 12 issue, Amber Cox said, "Mr. Hobgood 
stumbled home drunk ... refused to enter the patrol 
car ... drunks are not usually honest." 
The officer did not know how many drinks (if any) Mr. 
Hobgood had actually consumed. If he was representing 
a threat to the public or himself, the officer should have 
intervened. We pay the police to protect our streets and 
property. We do not pay them to beat up unarmed col- 
lege students who may or may not have a buzz. 
Suggesting that the arrest report is THE source of the 
true version of the story does not win my support. Just 
because it is the "official version" does not mean that it 
is the truth. 
I am happy for Ms. Cox and her more than cordial rela- 
tionship with the local authorities. It is understandable 
that she would come to the defense of her friends in the 
blue uniforms. Everyone should have friends who will 
stand up for them. However, she is only looking at the 
story from her own personal bias. What if a relative of 
hers had been walking home from one of the restaurants 
on the square? A concerned citizen could just as easily 
have changed her feelings about the police. According 
to Ms. Cox, Thom was not arrested until he became ver- 
bally abusive. Come on, Ms. Cox, have you ever met 
Thom Hobgood? He is not a physically intimidating 
man (sorry, Thom). I can't imagine him giving a man 
with a loaded gun enough crap to justify roughing him 
up after he was handcuffed. 
see Letters, page 12 
What are you most 
thankful for. . . and why? 
compiled by FRITZ I 
Because the preachers are gone, and ye're 
going to blow Troy State oflthejield 
Saturday. Blow Southerners! 
Paul Cox, "Big Dawg" 
Sophomore 
I am thankful for my family, my friends, 
and tke Marching Southerners, 
and I am especially thankful for Kim! 
Joel Brannon, "Elmo" 
Sophomore 
I am thankfil for all the Marching 
Southerners, my family, alcohol, and the 
BRONZE BUST OF JOHNNY LONG! 
Blow Southerners! 
Jud Dickinson, "Jughaid 
Sophomore 
I am thankji~l that I have the will to drive all 
the way to Troy and leave my mark and 
Saturday to prove it, and my Amanda. 
Terry McCue, "Toaster" 
I'm thankful for my family and all my 
friends. BLOW SOUTHERNERS !! 
WHUP TROY !! 
Marsha Hanners 
Junior 
I 'm thankful for some time offfrom school. 
Jason Jones 
Sophomore 
I'm thankful for the friends that I have 
known at JSU. 
L ,  
be kept In mlnd when worL~ng on submiss~ons to The Chant~cleer 
The Chantrcleer w ~ l l  not prlnt letters w h ~ h  are un\~gned, 11belous and/or 
:defamatory 
i The Chnnttcleei reserves the r~ght  o c d ~ t  letters tor spdce and grammar, as 
!well as style 
publ~cat~on of the artlcle, ed~tor~a l  or letter In questlon 
There w ~ l l  be at least two weeks between publ~cat~on of letters from the ' 
]same person We w ~ l l  publ~sh rebuttals no later than two week\ after the 4 
i 
.- The Chanttcleer reserves the r~ght  o refuse publ~~al ion of any subm~ss~on 
Deadl~ne for submms\~ons 15 noon Monday, before des~red publ~cat~on that I 
Thursday In the event of a three day weekend, subm~salons must be made 1 
b y  4 p tn the preceed~ng Frlday 
1 -  B r~ng  subrn~ss~ons or send through campus ma11 to our office, Room 180 
;Self Hall--JSU, or e-ma11 to---newspaper@student-ma11 jsu edu 
All subm~sslons must ~nclude a name, phone number and student number 
for JSU students 
-- - - 
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19). Money is your theme 
flick of a wrist, and that's freewheeling and indepen- a1 things going in your 
not just when you pay the dent sign, directly across favor. One is a tough job 
bills. In December, you'll the zodiac from Gemini. you've recently done. You 
get a chance to try out all You and Sagittarius stir made it look easy, and oth- 
kinds of new tricks. By each other up and get each ers noticed. They might 
using your wits, you can other going. Take care you already be thinking about 
stretch your dollar further don't get in trouble, by giving you more money! 
helps you achieve a pro- in the same area of the adversary. Go ahead and 
motion. That makes you chart, getting positive make a run for it, whatever 
even happier, which is vibes right now. Your intu- that means for you. You're 
good, because the work's ition is strong, and that's not only fast, you're also 
really coming in. By April, helpful if you're making lucky. 
you'll be overloaded if you big decisions, which you Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 
don't come up with a plan ought to be doing. 19) - Today is a 6 - 
and stick to it. Let yourself Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - You've got an interesting 
go in August and you'll Today is a 7 - There will dilemma today. You don't 
astound even yourself. be a strong compulsion for really feel like you can talk 
You're even more creative people to talk about things, about it yet, and you're 
than even you thought. In possibly things they right. There may be some 
September, adventure ' haven't talked about in rumors going around, but 
beckons. With the right years. For you, this will for you, discretion is the 
friends and the right moti- likely appear in your rela- better part of valor. Keep 
vation, you can clean up a tionships with children, most of what you know to 
big mess once and for all. and with the people you yourself until you find out 
love best. Devote as much the rest of What you don't 
To get the advantage, time as you can to listen- know. 
check the day's rating: I0 ing. You're a strong leader, Aquarius (Jan. - 20-Feb. 
know how these people moon's going into 
Sagittarius today. This has 
- Today is a 7 1 The 
moon's going into 
Sagittarius today. Venus is 
already there, and the sun 
will be there Sunday. This 
is in your solar ninth house 
of travel, so that's what 
you should be planning. 
It'll be complicated this 
weekend, but if you make 
your plans or even start 
your trip now, you'll be 
well past the difficulty by 
the time conditions 
change. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) 
- Today is a 5 - Watch 
out for complications 
today. It looks like the 
plans you've laid are going 
to be shifted around a little. 
Well, it's more like an 
explosion. Be ready for 
just about anything, 
because iust about anv- 
- Today is a 5 -you're 
in the mood to clean things 
up around your place, and 
possibly do some decorat- 
ing. You might have to rip 
things apart to get every- 
thing just right. The over- 
all result will be good, but 
right now, things might 
look worse than they did 
before. Don't worry. As 
you know, you have to 
break the eggs to make the 
omelet. 
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23) 
- Today is a 6 - The 
moon has gone into 
Sagittarius, and the sun 
will be there at the end of 
this week. Sagittarius, for 
you, means education. It's 
also a sign you find fasci- 
nating, and today, you'll 
get a taste of what's to 
come. There should be 
you. you7rc. p lo~, ing ior- 
ward, but i t ' \  not as tough 
3s i t  wa,. Nerther !.ou nor 
thr. pcrwn in control are 
taking your~clves quite as 
seriously as you ivcrc. By 
no\\.. you'vc accornplishcd 
the maior Dart of what vou 
were &ink to do. 
Pisces (Feb. 19-Muchio) l  Letters, continued horn page l o  - - -  
- Today is a 5 - Looks11 
like a person in authority 
has some of weird There is a dark side that lurks within the blue and 
scheme in mind for you, 11 behind the shield that usually only surfaces on back 
II plish what he or she has in local authorities mind, and you'll become a valuable oart of the team. Clearly there are two sides to every story. Thom says 
but fig- 
ured out. That's where you 
come in. Help this person 
figure out how to accom- 
he was assaulted by a police officer. The police officer 
says he was just doing his job. Obviously someone has 
to be wrong. It makes no difference if the officer in 
. - 
roads or in parking lots. While Ms. Cox may have 
never experienced this (I hope you never do), people on 
Jacksonville's East Side share a different opinion of the 
drunk-walkers. 
I stand behind the local authorities, too. But I speak 
from experience when I warn my fellow JSU class- 
mates and co-workers about the dangers of less honor- 
able patrolmen (past and present) who are not afraid to 
bully the public. Not all men cheat, not all women are 
difficult and not all cops are bad. Then again, some 
men cheat and some women are difficult. If Thom's is 
the correct version of the events preceding his arrests, 
we should all be worried. 
P.S. Is there anyone who believes that it was unrea- 
sonable for Thom Hobgood to ask the officer for a ride 
home? 
question drives around with candy for children in his --Andre' Green 
car. That does not remove the possibility of his carry- 
ing a grudge against college students or potential 
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Shannon Fagan 
Sports Editor The fireworks really got going for both teams 
The rainy skies over Bobcat Stadium in San 
in the fourth quarter. They combined to score 
a whopping 31 points. It all started when the 
Marcos, TX, didn't dampen the Gamecocks' Bobcats recovered a Gamecock fumble. This 
will to win in Saturday's contest against 
gave Southwest Texas State excellent field 
Southwest Texas State. Jacksonville State kept 
position at the JSU 28-yard line. Quarterback 
its playoff hopes alive with a 33-27 squeaker 
Spergon Wynn hit his receiver Justin Young at 
on the road to improve to 7-3 on the year. 
the end of the drive for a seven-yard touch- 
For one Gamecock, it was a career day. No, 
down. The extra point was good, trimming the 
it wasn't another record broken by quarterback 
Gamecock lead to 21-15. 
Montressa Kirby. It was running back Herman 
The Gamecocks answered that drive with a 
Bell's day to shine on the field. Bell carried 
field goal by Brad Hopkins. Hopkins booted a 
the football 30 times for 119 yards against the 
40 yarder to give Jacksonville State a 24-15 
Bobcat defense. 
advantage. 
Bell's rushing performance helped the 
Southwest Texas came back with another Gamecocks claim a 13-0 lead at the half. In 
scoring drive. Wynn hit Tyson Olivo for a 44- 
the first quarter, Jacksonville State ate up more 
yard touchdown reception. Ross Doctoroff's 
than five minutes of the clock with a touch- 
extra point attempt was blocked by JSU's 
down drive. Bell accounted for 41 yards on 
Eurosius Parker, who dashed to the other end 
the drive to set up fullback Daniel Kirkland's 
of the field for two points. With 4: 12 left, the 
ramble for six. The point after was good, 
Gamecocks led 26-21. 
increasing the lead to 7-0 early on. 
JSU's defense came up big late in the game 
Kirkland found the end zone again in the sec- 
to give the Gamecocks more breathing room. 
ond quarter. This time, Kirkland capped a 
Carnell Buford scooped up a Bobcat fumble 
quick six play, 26-yard drive with a one-yard 
and rambled 32 yards for the score. The point 
blast for his second touchdown of the game. 
after was good, increasing the lead 33-21. 
Brad Hopkins' extra point was no good, keep- 
However, the Bobcats didn't lie down. They 
ing the score at 13-0. 
managed to score another touchdown off of 
After a safety, Southwest Texas State's 
wynn's 44-yard pass to D'Angelo Torres. The 
offense got into the scoring act later in the 
extra point was blocked, but the game was 
quarter. Running back ReShawn Brown 
even tighter at 33-27. The Gamecocks ran out 
capped a 52-yard drive with his two yard 
the clock and escaped with the win. 
scamper for a touchdown. The try for two 
The win was huge because it kept the 
failed, but the Bobcats had crept closer push- 
Gamecocks' playoff hopes alive. They return 
ing the score to 13-8. home for their biggest game of the season 
Another first for a Gamecock came near the 
against in-state rival Troy State. 
end of the third. On third and goal from the 
This major state rivalry will have a lot more 
five, Kirby hit Jeremy Harper over the middle than bragging rights at stake. The winner will 
for a touchdown. Not only was it Harper's 
still have a shot at a post-season berth while 
first touchdown grab, it was his first reception 
the loser will end its season. Kickoff is set for 
of the season as well. Kirby hit receiver 
2 p.m. on Saturday at Paul Snow Stadium. 
Patrick Plott for the two-point conversion to 
Shannon Fapan 
Sports Editor 
If Saturday night was any indication of how 
the Mark Turgeon era will be at Jacksonville 
State, then JSU fans are in for a treat. 
The Gamecocks opened the regular season 
with a bang and started the Mark Turgeon era 
with a win. They defeated the East Carolina 
Pirates, a team that has been to the NCAA 
Tournament in the past, by the final of 61-53. 
"My whole thing that I've been pushing is 
just come see us play," says Turgeon. "If you 
like what you see, then come back for more." 
After the game Turgeon was met by a host of 
well wishers and his team didn't disappoint. In 
the crucial moments of the game, the 
Gamecocks turned it up a notch and put the 
game away. 
"Anytime you win is important. The guys 
stepped up and made plays. They just defend- 
ed so well. It was hard for them (East 
Carolina) to score," Turgeon said. 
The Gamecocks didn't have long to celebrate 
the win. They took to the road on Monday to 
face the Mississippi Valley State Delta Devils. 
JSU had three players score in double-figures 
as they prevailed 84-75 to up their record to 2- 
0 on the young season. Here is a look at the 
action. 
Jacksonville State 61 
East Carolina 53 
Both teams were sluggish early on, but the 
Gamecocks managed to take the lead at the 
break 23-21. Things picked up offensively in 
the second period as JSU outscored the Pirates 
38-32. 
Leading the charge for the Gamecocks was 
Rashard Willie. The JSU point guard scored 
12 points, all of them coming in the second 
period. Forward Alex Beason came away with 
11 points and seven rebounds to help the 
Gamecocks win their debut. 
Jacksonville State 84 
Miss. Valley State 75 
Guard Marlon Gurley had the hot hands on 
Monday against the Delta Devils. He led all 
scorers with 22 points. 
Rashard Willie and Shawn Philpotts also 
scored in double-figures. Willie came away 
with 13 points and eight rebounds while 
Philpotts chipped in with 10 points and nine 
rebounds. 
Jacksonville State opened up a comfortable 
43-28 lead at the end of the first period. 
However, the Delta Devils outscored the 
Gamecocks in the final frame 47-41. It wasn't 
enough as JSU came away with the win. 
The Gamecocks continue their road trip 
tonight as they travel to Statesboro, Georgia to 
face the Georgia Southern Eagles. Tip time is 
set for 6 p.m. 
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I $999 I BUY AlYY P I W  AT I ,
I 
I REGULAR MENU PRICE I 
I GET AN ORDER OF WINGS, 
I LARGE 2-TOPPING PIZZA I BREADSTICKS AND A ~-IITER FOR 1 I 





! A Expires: 12/19/98 ! A Expires: 12/19/98 1 
Val i  at p t a p n g  stores d y .  Not valid with any o h r  Mer. Customer Valld at patkipating stores only. Not valid with any other offer. Customer I 
3 GREAT CRUSTS: 
Original Thin Deep Dish 
TOPPINGS: 
Onions, Ham, JalapeRos, Green Peppers, Ground Beef, Extra Cheese, Mushrooms, Black Olrves, Pineapple, Italian Sausage, Bacon, 
Anchovies, Pepperoni, Hot Peppers, Green Olives 
SUPER SPECIALTY PIZZAS! 
Deluxe Pizza Feast-Our favorite 5-topping combination: Pepperoni, Sausage, Onions, Green Peppers, and Mushrooms 
Vegi  Pizza Feast-Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, and Black Olives in a rich layer of  cheese 
MeatZZa Pizza Feast-Pepperoni, Sausage, Ham, Beef and Bacon in a rich layer o f  cheese 
ExtravaganZZa Pizza Feast-Pepperoni, Sausage, Onions, Green Peppers, Mushrooms, Black Olives, Ham, Ground Beef 
Hawaiian Pizza Feast-Ham and Pineapple in a rich layer of  cheese 
Jacksonville 
On The Sauare 435182001 
I 
0 1998 D O ~ I ~ ' s  Rzza Inc All Major cedit cards accepted, Student flex dollars accepted I 
Classic Cokeo,.diet Coke' 
or Spreee A 
Free Meal Plan!!! 
Female roommate wanted 2 
Our new food court is now open 
on the JSU campus featuring .... 
Serving these delicious menu items: 
Chick-fil-A Chicken Sandwich . . . . . . . . . .  2.35 
m Chick-fil-A Chicken Deluxe Sandwich . . . .  2.60 
r Chargrilled Chicken Sandwich. . . . . . . . . .  2.35 
m Chargrilled Chicken Deluxe Sandwich. . . .  2.60 
Chick-fil-A Nuggets (8 pc) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.35 
. . . . . . . . . . .  Chick-fil-A Nuggets (12 pc). 3.45 
m Chargrilled Chicken Garden Salad . . . . . .  2.99 
Waffle Potato Fries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.09 
Cole Slaw. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .65 
m Lemonade. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1.29 
Regular Hours: 
Monday-Thursday 10:30 am -7:30 pm, Friday 10:30 am - 4:30 pm 
Closed Saturday and Sunday 
We are located in the Theron Montgomery Building which is still under 
constnrction, but the entrances to the building are clearly marked. The 
Montgomery Food Court is well worth the effort of getting through. 
FREE Medium Soft Drink With Any Purchase 
This coupon good for one FREE medium 
soft drink with any Chick-fit-A purchase. 
Coupon not good w~th any other offer. 
@*. 
One coupon per person per VISR. 
Exp~rahon Date IS 2/1/99 
&.w 11(3 
Good only at JSU Food Court. We Didn't GNcnt Thc Ch&q 
f u r t T h t c h i c k m ~  
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Stacy Goode & Amber W. Moody Dealers mix other drugs in order to make a 
News Writers better profit. 
Gamma-Hydroxy Butyrate, better known as 
Drugs: Everyone says don't do them, but GHB, is a drug that gained popularity during 
does anyone tell you what happens to you the 80s for recreational purposes. GHB was 
after you do them ? originally developed as an anesthetic, but was 
Every year many college students choose to later used to treat sleep disorders and drug 
disregard the advice of their peers and experi- withdrawal symptoms. GHB has more recent- 
ment with "fad" drugs. Ecstasy and GHB are 
two popular drugs on college campuses. 
Ecstasy (MDMA) causes confusion, anxiety, 
panic attacks, depression, sleeping difficulties 
(nightmares and insomnia), depersonalization, 
hallucinations, flashbacks, paranoia, psy- 
chosis, tolerance and dependency syndromes, 
and following addiction to sedatives, accord- 
ing to Dr. Karl Jansen. People who take 
Ecstasy heavily on the weekends display bad 
moods and irritability midweek. 
Ecstasy is not safe because it can be "dirty." 
Most "X" that people receive is combined 
with speed or heroin. The effects from any 
street drug can vary because of the mixing. 
ly been used as a hormone stimulant for body 
builders. 
GHB appears to be the perfect recreational 
drug. The effects of GHB include feelings of 
relaxation and tranquility, and it can be used as 
an aphrodisiac. Sexual responses to GHB are 
lack of inhibition (especially in women), 
heightened sense of touch, enhanced erection 
capability in men, and an increased intensity 
of orgasm. GHB is also virtually non-toxic. 
There is no research that links GHB to liver 
and kidney damage, and most research indi- 
cates that taking GHB in the correct dosages 
is not physically addictive or harmful. 
However, there is a significant potential 
threat for psychological addiction. The tricky 
part of GHB is ascertaining the correct 
dosage. "A dose usually only about twice the 
amount required for relaxation will knock you 
out fast," said John Morgenthaler in his Drug 
Smart News update. The side-effects of GHB 
include nausea, dizziness, loss of muscle con- 
trol, and vomiting. Less common side effects, 
usually associated with excessive use, 
are loss of bladder control, diarrhea, 
temporary amnesia, seizures, and 
coma. 
In 1990 the FDA outlawed the over- 
the-counter sale of GHB, but posses- 
sion of the drug is not illegal. GHB is 
now available through an "under- 
ground gray market." It is manufac- 
tured by non-professional "kitchen 
chemists." A potential buyer should 
keep in mind that the purity and qual- 
ity of the "bootleg" varies and can 
prove dangerous. GHB should never 
be consumed with alcohol or any 
Many people believe that GHB and Ecstasy 
are "safer" recreational drug choices but, like 
any drug, these "fad" drugs can be deadly 
Information for this article and other drug 
information can be found on the Internet at 
www.lec.org/dry search/documents/ecstcy.htr 
1, www.ecstasy.org, www. ghbinfo.com, anc 
www.brookes.ac.uk/health/libra/ghb.html. 
I 1 BUY ONE FOOTLONG I  
1 'AND MEDIUM DRINK, I 
I  GET ONE FOOTLONG ! 
FOR 99G 
I I 
I Must be of equal or lesser value I 
I # 1 College Center 435-4367 I 
I Offer expires November 30, 1998. One Coupon Per Customer Per Visit. May Not Be I 
I ~ o m b i k d  With Any Other Offers Or Promotions. Valid At Participating SUBWAYa Locations. 
#I College Center 435-4367 Jacksonville, A1 
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ACROSS 
1 Gorilla re- 
searcher Fossey 
5 Small restaurant 
9 Couples 
14 Concerning 
15 Solo at the Met 
16 Fancy cravat 
17 "- in Seattle" 
19 Spanish bayonet 
20 Wax light 
21 Cultivate 
23 Swinging to and 
fro 
25 Spare time 
30 Prune text 
32 Polar region 
33 Rescuer 
38 Test run 
39 Tel -Jaffa 




43 Lessing or Day 
45 Washington, 
Oregon, et al. 
,47 Constructs 
49 Track event 
50 Heart contraction 
52 Goddess of Homer 
retribution 





Over the length 
of 
- Khayyam 









3 Athlete's job site 
4 Impoverished 
5 Datebook 
6 Ready when you 
I 
7 Closed hand 


















"Ebonv and " 
35 ~on f l i ~ ra t i ons  
36 Eject from the 46 Macho guys 56 Mighty mount 
premises 48 Like a fox 58 Verne's captain 
37 Broadcasted 51 Delight in 60 Possesses 
again 53 Ready for action 61 House addition 
41 And so on and 54 Steeple top 62 London W.C. 
so forth 55 Ancient region in 63 Nat.'s $ output 
44 Cargo capacity Asia Minor 65 Kid's game 
Whup Troy, and get a car 
The first 1000 kids, 12 and younger, Come out and support the JSU 
will receive a free 1/64 scale die-cast Gamecocks at Paul Snow Stadium, 
collectible JSU mini-car, sponsored Saturday, Nov. 21 as we spur them 
by the ~al ladeia  Super Speedway. on to "WHUP TROY." 
JAMIL'S DELI & GRILL 
Middle Eastern Cuisine 
GYROS - CHICKEN KABOB q 
10% Discount wlJSU Student I.D. I 
4k The English Village 1 1 1 8  Noble Street & 12" Street Anniston, AL 236-9992 # 
I CATHOLIC STUDENTS ORGANIZATION I 
I For more information about the C.S.O. program, please call Father Bill Lucas at (205) 435-3238. I I Tuesday Night Student Suppers 6:30 PM I 
The C.S.O. meets at 
St. Charles Catholic Church 
on 7th Street, NE 
in Jacksonville. 
